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To establish a long-term career in a company where I may utilize my Milling 
Machine Operator professional skills and knowledge to be an effective Associate 
Program Manager and inspiration to those around me.

MARCH 2003 – 2003
MILLING MACHINE OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Ran the milling machine.
 Maintained the machine, run back hoe, and broom tractor.
 Learned how to run most of the machinery on a job site and mechanic skills to 

fix them.Roller operator for 7 years and which then lead to me running the 
milling machine for the past 5 years.

 Used operate the milling machine and fix mechanical problems that occur with 
the machine as well as the regular maintenance of it.

 Ran the break down and finish rollers.
 Primarily responsible for operating the milling machine, A highly designed 

computerized machine, performed machinist skills.
 Assisted in setting up computerized die, molding, and casting equipment while 

maintaining a chemical analysis in the melting and casting furnaces.

2000 – 2003
MILLING MACHINE OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Operating a CNC machine for the manufacture of an average of 100 parts a day.
 Designing parts and adjusting measurements using AutoCad and SolidWorks.
 Communicating and reporting directly to the Operations Manager.
 Milling Various components for Turbine.
 Operated Wirtgen Milling Machine to contractors specifications.
 Executed daily operations of marking out vavles and manholes and setting up 

machine to depths need to perform the job.
 Ran milling machines that including cutting the gate off the rails to apply the 

shafts.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Arts In Business Management
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SKILLS

Word, Blueprint Reading, Hand Tools, Customer Service, Customer Service, Customer 
Relations.
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